INTRODUCTION
The development of industrial and information technologies drives a rapid growth of electromagnetic technology at the current stage. The electromagnetic technology occupies a large part of fields in our life, such as broadcast, communication, home appliances and so on. These articles for daily use cause electromagnetic pollution in people's life. Reisberg B, et al. (1982) formulated the safety limit of electromagnetic radiation [1] and carried out fixed-point monitoring in line with the safety limit. Results prove that the electromagnetic pollution is becoming more and more serious in the living environment and needs to be urgently solved [2] . Researches indicate that [3] : neurons are sensitive to electromagnetic radiation, which can lead to the change and functional damage of neural synapse structure. And neuron damage is closely related to learning and memory function. Ingram EM, et al. (2002) indicates that the electromagnetic radiation can cause intracellular calcium overload [4] . Li Li (2012) points out that the electromagnetic radiation can lead to dysfunction of multiple organs and systems. Long-term electromagnetic radiation would cause damages to a variety of neurobehavioral functions including learning and memory function [5] . An early performance of central nervous system injury caused by electromagnetic radiation is neurobehavioral dysfunction [6] . People permanently working in the environment of electromagnetic field will have symptoms such as dizziness, headache, fatigue, memory deterioration, sleep disorders and so on. A major performance is the obstacle of learning and memory function. And it is also a high-risk factor to suffer from Alzheimer's disease [7] .
Many people have made efforts in researches about electromagnetic radiation's influence on functions of organism. In recent years, theoretical methods proposed by scholars have made a great contribution to studies on shielding electromagnetic radiation. Hongmei Zhou [8] , et al. (2009) calculates specific absorption rate and distribution of human body simulation model with FDTD method and concludes that brain, cerebellum and spinal cord in a central nervous system have high absorption of electromagnetic energy at different frequencies. Guobing Lu [9] , et al. (2013) points out that the electromagnetic radiation of 2000μW/cm 2 can lead to the memory function deterioration of mice. This mechanism may be related to the expression decline of the hippocampus NR2B protein and mRNA of mice. Yanzhong Li [10] , et al. (2013) indicates that electromagnetic radiation can cause changes of body physiological indicators. It has certain effects on body health, which will aggravate with the working years in radiation. Ahui Dai [11] , et al. (2014) states that electromagnetic radiation can directly or indirectly activate the NADPH oxidase complex, which then transfers intracellular NADPH electrons to form active oxygen or involves in life process such as inflammation defense and tissue repair through a series of inflammatory factors and relevant matrix metalloproteinase. Qi Zhang [12] , et al. (2014) indicates that environments of high electromagnetic radiation have certain influence on children's neurobehavioral functions. Both Xinxing Yang [13] , et al (2014) and Fang Cheng [14] (2015) point out that people's health can be protected by preventing and reducing harms of electromagnetic radiation.
Based on previous studies, a GHz ABSTRACT: Being applied widely, electromagnetic wave is closely related with our life. But this material has brought pollutions to the environment as well as influences on functions of organisms. In order to explore the influence of electromagnetic radiation on nervous system, this paper takes adult mice on 35th day as research objects, designs a water maze experiment and explores features of escaping latency of mice in the control group and in the group with radiation. In this research, methods of building a GHz TEM cell and a simulation model of mouse head with AutoCAD 2010 and XFDTD are provided, verifying that the simulation model meets the needs of the experiment. It concludes that the electromagnetic radiation causes memory deterioration of mice, and exerts its certain influence on nervous system. the long wave, the medium wave, the short wave, the ultra-short wave and the microwave [15] . The calculation of energy W and momentum density g of electromagnetic wave is shown in Formula (1). E stands for electromagnetic intensity, H is magnetic field intensity, P is permeability, H is permittivity and C is capacitance [16] . Electromagnetic radiation is a phenomenon that the electromagnetic energy is emitted from a radiation source to the space in the form of electromagnetic wave. The principle of simulating the 3D electromagnetic radiation with XFDTD (3D full-wave electromagnetic simulation software developed by U.S. REMCOM company) is the electromagnetic numerical calculation method FDTD (finite-difference time-domain) [17] .
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XFDTD software has the following features: 1) The function of importing and exporting of formats like DXF and SAT. It also has the import interface for advanced 3D model files like PROE, Inventor, IGES, Catia, STEP and so on.
2) It has a superior performance in material processing with unique simulation features of biological electromagnetism.
3) It automatically or manually generates grid with adaptive grid functions.
4) It supports distributed computation and multiple CPU parallel computation.
5) It is applicable to frequency domain and time domain analysis. Through the analysis on time domain, the simulation results of broadband can be obtained in one time with high efficiency of simulation and accurate simulation results.
6) Visual results: planar electric and magnetic fields of steady state, planar current distribution, planar SAR value, 3D color distribution diagram of steady-state surface current, output MPEG image, Smith image, and Fourier Transform of transient results.
Principle of FDTD
Based on difference equations, the finite-difference time-domain method [18] converts the rotating equation in Maxwell's equations that contains the most basic rules of electromagnetic field into differential equations [19] and calculates electromagnetic field through spatial dispersion called Yee Grid [20] in a 4D space including time. Usually, the calculation of time-domain electromagnetic field should be conducted in a 4D space including time and the key of converting a Maxwell's rotating equation into a differential radical is to rationally disperse six unknown fields in a 4D space. If there is an active domain, the parameters of involved media will be isotropic and do not be changed with time. There might be electric and magnetic loss with electromagnetic field problems. The rotating equation in Maxwell's equations can be expressed as Formula (2) . In this formula, E is electric field intensity (V/m), H is magnetic field intensity
As shown in Figure 1 , the grid system of Yee is presented with a rectangular coordinate system. The feature is the spatial points in each component of electric field and magnetic field that are crosswise placed. In the same coordinate plane, one magnetic field component is surrounded by the electric field and the electric field component is surrounded by the magnetic field component. In such space settings, the fixed quantity of electromagnetic wave transmitted in space can be obtained through Ampere circular current law and Faraday electromagnetic induction law. 
Numerical dispersion
If the spatial medium characteristics of electromagnetic wave are related to frequency, the propagation velocity of electromagnetic wave is also a function of frequency. This phenomenon is called dispersion and the medium in the phenomenon is called dispersive medium. Apparently, the propagation velocity of electromagnetic wave has nothing to do with frequency in non-dispersive media. Dispersion can be also produced in Yee grid space, which means that dispersion can also exist in non-dispersive media. This non-physical dispersion is defined as numerical dispersion, which may cause pulse waveform distortion and artificial isotropic and false refraction phenomena. Therefore, in a finite-difference time-domain method, the numerical dispersion is a factor that must be considered as well as an important factor that can improve calculation precision [21] . The basic method of analyzing numerical dispersion is to import the general form of a monochromatic plane wave into a difference equation so as to obtain the relationship among frequency, spatial-step length and time-spatial length. As the TM wave is the objective in this research, the numerical dispersion relation in a 3D space can be expressed by Formula (4). In this formula, t ' is time-step length,
, , x y z ' ' ' respectively stands for the spatial-step length along x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. The component of wave vector K is presented by , ,
is angular frequency and v is light speed:
When t ' and , ,
x y z ' ' ' in the above formula all approach zero, the formula becomes an ideal dispersion relationship shown in Formula (5). It means that difference approximation causes numerical dispersion by replacing continuous derivatives. Therefore, numerical dispersion can be infinitely decreased by reducing time-step length and spatial-step length. However, the reduction of time-step length and spatial-step length enlarges the grid space and increases the total grid number of FDTD method. Meanwhile, the requirement of computer storage space and computational time are also increased. Thus, numerical dispersion can be only decreased in FDTD method:
In the 3D grid space of FDTD, uniform cubic grids can be selected and set
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIA-TION
With a GHz TEM cell as the objective in this research, this paper first designs the 3D model by Auto-CAD2010 software, imports SAT files into XFDTD software and installs the 3D electromagnetic model of the GHz TEM cell correctly so as to provide an accurate 3D field intensity map containing all places of the GHz TEM cell with XFDTD software, and the principle of which is the finite-difference time-domain method. Second, this paper carries out practical measurement with signal generator, RF power amplifier, EMC spectrum analyzer and measuring probe to make comparisons with simulation data.
Establishment of the electromagnetic model in the GHz TEM cell
The length unit of the model established by Auto-CAD2010 is millimeter. Place a foam block at the bottom of the working area of the GHz TEM cell and a glass box at the top. These two centers are aligned with the cross intersection point of the working area. The two symmetric lines and the symmetric line in the plan view of Figure 2 are in the same plane. Side A of the glass box is on the right side and side B is on the left side of the plan view. The 3D model of the GHz TEM cell can be obtained after install an experimental apparatus.
Steps of establishing the experimental electromagnetic model are presented as follows:
STEP1. After the selection of all components of AutoCAD 2010 window, we choose "file" in the menu bar and name the "outputted" SAT file as an "Experimental model".
STEP2. Start XFDTD software and import "Experimental model". Name each component link in the GHz TEM cell when import SAT files and set corresponding relative dielectric constant, conductivity and colors. Settings of each part are shown in Table 1: STEP3. In XFDTD, respectively assign relevant
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parameters to component parts (click the button "Apply Material") and then import parameters into XFDTD. The imported length unit is millimeter, which is in line with the 3D model built by AutoCAD 2010. Thus, the experimental electromagnetic model can be successfully established.
Grid establishment and operating parameters setting
After the establishment of the electromagnetic model, a geometric object can be only used to present grid by dispersion of FDTD and conduct the calculation of FDTD. The size of grid of FDTD is influenced by wave length. In FDTD, the size of grid must be smaller or equal to one tenth of the minimum wave length. So, the grid size is restrained by Formula (6) [17] . Here,
is the maximum size of FDTD grid, f is the frequency (Hz), c is the light speed (3×10
is the largest grid size: 
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This experiment is conducted based on such parameters: t frequency of 1.8 GHz, computer main frequency of 2.45 G and 8G of internal storage. The grid can be set as a uniform grid, the size (length, width, height) of which is 13mm×13mm×13mm and the grid type is an electric field pattern with the combination of factors as each link size of the GHz TEM cell and numerical dispersion. The GHz TEM cell is divided into 622×301×248 grids, which are displayed in the Geometry-->Mesh window. In the Geometry-->View-->Mesh Mode window, adjust the Slice size and window views of coordinate planes of XY, YZ and ZX.
In the Run Parameters-->Waveform window of XFDTD, we set the Type as Sinusoid, the Far-zone Transformation as Steady-State, the Waveform Frequency GHz as 1.8, the Automatic Convergence as "Positive", and the Convergence Threshold as -30dB. It is a setting of excitation source that Discrete is set in the window Run Parameters --> Sources.
In the window Geometry-->View, select the border of the 3D coordinates (X=588, Y=152, Z=26) grid in the ZX plane when Slice=158. Click the right button and select Edit Port, the software will automatically skip to the Run- Step is 10000, and the Increment is 100. The unit of time-step length is s. In the interface produced by clicking Add Sequence, we set relevant parameters in the Request Results-->Save Steady State window and select the XY plane. Set Type of Date as CEF and Slice as layer 10, 18, 19, 20, 30, 40 , and select added planes. Before the simulation of XFDTD software, we select Save the Geometry and Save The Project on the top left corner of the software.
Establishment of organism simulation model
Mice on 7 th days are taken as objectives of research in this paper. Living organisms studied in this paper are put in the working area of the GHz TEM cell and then the electromagnetic model is established for simulation so as to calculate the specific absorption rate of mice head. In computational electromagnetism, this paper use the specific absorption rate (SAR) to accurately measure the electric field of biological tissues in electromagnetic radiation. SAR is defined as the energy absorbed by a unit mass in a biological tissue. As shown in Formula (7), W is the absorbed electromagnetic wave energy, m is the mass of a living organism:
The 3D model of mice head is shown in Figure 3 . The electromagnetic model can be established with AutoCAD2010 and XFDTD in a similar way. Export the 3D electromagnetic model as a file of SAT format and import it into XFDTD software. Set the relative dielectric constant and the conductivity in each part.
Figure3. 3D model of mice head
Relative dielectric constant, conductivity and color in each part of the 3D electromagnetic model of mice head are shown in Table 2 . In parameters setting, the grid is uniform with the size of (length 7mm × width 7mm × height 7mm). The experimental model is divided into 641×351×288 grids. Select the reservation of SAR in "Save Steady-State Data", the distribution diagram of SAR can be obtained by simulation. Select the plane Y=133 and SAR can be obtained by moving the mouse. 
SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS AND
MEDICAL EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS
Simulation results analysis
After the establishment of the GHz TEM cell model, we select Run Calculation in the Result window of XFDTD software. The relevant uploading parameters and the speed of calculation are displayed in the window. The field strength value can be clearly observed
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by obtaining the calculated results and moving the mouse on to the result picture acquired by CEF (effective value). The field strength value can be observed at the bottom right corner of the window of XFDTD software. In this experiment, the area for experimental objectives is Z=18, the grid scale of X is [445, 476] and the grid scale of Y is [139, 164] . The grid equivalent figure is shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , black grids are sampling grids. Letter A, B, C, D, E, F, and G on the y-axis respectively stands for the 1 st line, the 2 nd line, the 3 rd line, the 4 th line, the 5 th line, the 6 th line and the 7 th line of the sampling grids. Number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 respectively stands for the 1 st column, the 2 nd column, the 3 rd column, the 4 th column, the 5 th column, the 6 th column and the 7 th column of the sampling grids. For example, A1 stands for (X=445, Y=139, Z=18), B2 stands for (X=450, Y=163, Z=18) and so on. Simulation field strength values of sampling points of the GHz TEM cell model are presented in Table 3 , which are compared with the practical measured value when the frequency is 1.8GHz. Instruments for practical measurement include: Agilent E8648C signal generator [22] , Agilent E7402A EMC spectrum analyzer, GLG25 RF power amplifier and HZ-11 904 measuring probe. At the beginning of practical measurement, we start the signal generator with the frequency of 1.8 GHz and output level of 101dBμV/m. And the practical measured value of field strength can be obtained by connecting the RF power amplifier to the working area of the GHz TEM cell.
It can be known from Table 3 that the field strength value increases along the x-axis direction and the selected grids gradually approach the core board. The 
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01004-p. 6 change along the direction of y-axis is quite small. Sampling grids on the y-axis and the core board are parallel. From this data, the field strength distribution in the experimental area is uniform. There are certain errors between the practical value and the simulative value, but the error range is controlled within dB 2 r . It can be seen that the field strength in working area satisfies the experimental requirements.
Water maze experiment analysis
Experimental subject We choose some clean mice with 4-5g on the 35 th days based on the proportion of male and female which is 1:1. Those 24 mice are randomly divided into two groups: the group A with radiation and the controlled group B. And each group is with 12 mice.
Experimental method: We simulate the electromagnetic radiation environment of mobile phone by the TEM cell. The radiation frequency is 1800MHz and the field strength is 148.9dBμV/m. According to the experimental design, we respectively carry out the water maze experiment to test learning and memory ability of mice after radiation treatment in group A and B, and compare the difference of two groups with statistical methods. The water maze instrument consists of two parts: a circular pool and an automatic video and analyzing system. A video camera is connected to the computer above the pool. When the current training time ends, the computer will stop tracking and recording the swimming track. As we mix the clean water and the milk powder in the pool, it becomes milk white without transparency. The platform is 5cm above the pool. And the water temperature is controlled within18°C~20°C. Mice are put in the water once a day from different quadrants. If an adult mouse cannot find the platform in 120s, it will be manually taken to the platform for 10s. If an adult mouse can find the platform in 120s, it will be allowed to stay at the platform for 10s as well. And then we will dry the mice and take them back to the cage after training. After 3 days' training, we start to record the time for mice from being put into the pool to finding the platform for 4 days. Experimental objective: Determine the influence of electromagnetic radiation on nervous system of mice.
Experimental appliances: distilled water, milk powder, Morris water maze [24] , SM22 automatic controller of water maze.
Measured data of the water maze experiment are presented in Table 4 :
It can be known from the experimental results in Table 4 that the escaping latency of mice in two groups becomes shorter and shorter with the increase of training days. It reflects that adult mice in both groups begin to learn how to find the platform during training. But there are obvious differences in terms of learning and memorizing ability. The escaping latency of group A is obviously longer than that of group B. Obvious differences between those two groups are of statistical meanings. Therefore, the electromagnetic radiation has an influence on the memory of mice according to the aspect that electromagnetic radiation has a significant influence on nervous system.
CONCLUSION
This paper establishes a GHz TEM cell and an electromagnetic model of mouse head based on the analysis on FDTD principle and numerical dispersion principle, verifies the influence of electromagnetic radiation on nervous system by analyzing the rationality of establishing a simulation model, and draws conclusions shown as follows:
1) An accurate 3D field intensity map including all places of the GHz TEM cell that can be provided with the XFDTD software, the principle of which is the finite-difference time-domain method.
2) The small working area of GHz TEM cell can provide satisfactory electromagnetic radiation experiments.
3) The electromagnetic radiation leading to the decline of learning and memory ability of living organisms in radiation verifies the influence of electromagnetic radiation on nervous system.
